
 
 

 

 

STUDENT COUNCIL 

Student Council:   

The Students' Council of the SRM University Delhi-NCR, Sonepat is the representative 

body of the entire student community. It is the interface between the students and the 

administration and works to identify and address concerns that affect the students 

directly and indirectly, with the help of administration. The student community, termed 

as the Council actively works towards the development and progression of the 

institution.  

The Student Council was formed in 2017 under the Office of Dean Student’s Welfare with 

the purpose to provide all the students a platform to participate in several Co-curricular 

/Academic activities throughout their time in the university. For the further expansion of 

the Co-curricular activities various Societies under the Cultural Council were formed. 

Council follows a transparent procedure for nomination of students:  

 The students who wish to apply for the students’ council have to fill up the application 

form and submit within a stipulated period of time. The application form is explicit 

and contains information about the academic details of the student along with their 

achievements as well a small write up on the objective of their application to be a part 

of the prestigious council. 

 After the careful scanning of the application forms, the students appear for the 

preliminary round wherein they make a brief presentation about themselves, their 

academic achievements and their vision for taking the student’s council & the 

University forward. The presentations are judged by panel of Judges comprising of 

senior teachers nominated by the DSW office. 

 Based on the Application forms and the presentations made by the students, the 

outstanding students are shortlisted by a panel and the selected students have to 

appear for a final round of interview with the Dean Student Welfare.  

 



 
 

 

 

HIERARCHY OF STUDENT COUNCIL 

 

Mission: 

To represent the interests of the student body through initiatives, programs and services 

that enrich students’ lives. 

Vision:  

At the heart of the student Experience; we strive to have a positive impact on each and 

every of our members.  

Constitution 

Preamble: 

SRM University student council is a conglomerate of students' clubs and societies at SRM 

University. The council is a part of the University administrative and academic structure 

unlike an independent Union. The council is devoted to the educational interests and 

welfare of its members while following strict guideline established by the University. 

Establishment and Name: 

1.1 There shall be only one students' council at SRM University. 

1.2 The name of the student' council shall be “SRMUH student's Council" 

Executive Core 

Society Head Department Head 

Society Members 

Society Coordinator 

Class Representative 

Department Coordinator 

Class Coordinator 



 
 

 

Declaration: 

The student's council does not act independently under any circumstances; any new 

agenda is presented to the University Administration in form of a written report and is 

not acted upon unless approved. Other than their cardinal roles the student Executive 

officers that form the core team are responsible for all form contacts between the student 

members and the University Administration (The Vice-Chancellor, The Registrar, Dean 

Academics, Dean Student’s Welfare and Respective Faculty deans) and are required to 

inform the authority before conducting inside the University Campus. 

 

Membership: 

 

Every student who enrolls at SRM University is automatically registered as a general 

member of the student body. Upon registering for one of our society/clubs they become 

full time members, giving them access to all our service and to an organization which is 

able to represent them to the community and to the world beyond. They are also give the 

right and power to shape the council's direction thought member feedback and annual 

meetings. 

If for any reason a member does not wish to be a member of the council, they can opt out 

of membership at a time by emailing the council core team. A student can still enjoy all 

of our facilities and if they opt out, but they cannot have a voice at membership meetings 

or other democratic activity. 

 

Cultural Council:  

 

The Cultural Council is the part of student council and focuses on cultural activities of 

inter departmental and inter university. It is headed by the Cultural Head (President) and 

it further consists of all the Society Coordinators and the Core Team. All the societies and 

clubs work under the Council. 

 



 
 

 

 

Founder (Student) of the Cultural Council – Mr. Dipanshu (BA.LLB-Batch 2017-2022)  

Societies and Cultural Clubs under Student Council: 

1. Drama Society - Aabhas 
2. Dance Society - Panache 
3. Music Society - Tarang 
4. Fashion Society – Fashion Nova 
5. Gaming Society - Duality 
6. Art Society - Kalakash 
7. Literary Society - Meraki 
8. Photography Club – Theia 
 

1. Drama Society - AABHAS 

Aim:  

As we say theatre helps us to find out who we really are and discover who we could 

become. With this objective, we move forward to encourage the young lads to join the 

drama society of SRM University. With theatre, we don’t just learn and study acting, we 

learn the ways to live, express, communicate and smile. At Aabhas, we ensure the 

development of each and every individual in all terms. We work on Direction, Writing, 

Voice and Speech and Basics of Theatrical Acting. Let’s get together, to face the world 

together and become stronger. 

Criteria for selection: 

1. Speech and Voice - How loud and clear is the contestant’s voice and way of 

speaking.  

2. Confidence - How confident is the contestant. This was checked by asking a few 

quick on the spot questions. 

3. Storytelling - Checked how well the contestant can recite a story. We asked the 

contestant to tell us about a particular incident in their lives. 

4. Acting/ Expressions/ Body Language - A monologue was told to perform to judge 

these, and also in some cases an on the spot acting round was also taken. 

 



 
 

 

2.     Dance Society - PANACHE 

Great Dancers are not great because of their technique but they are great because of their 

PASSION. 

Aim:  

The dance can reveal everything mysterious that is hidden in music, and it has the 

additional merit of being human and palpable. Dancing is poetry with arms and legs. 

Just because you can’t dance, doesn’t mean you shouldn’t dance. So we have the motto - 

Come with us Let’s Dance. In Panache we together show the beauty of dance and 

spread the happiness among people around us and let them Dance. Here one can show 

their passion and moves to the fullest. 

 Criteria for selection: 

1. Expression 

2. Choreography 

3. Presentation 

4. Attitude  

3.     Music Society - TARANG 

Aim: 

Music is a vital part of different moments of human life. It spreads happiness and joy in 

a person’s life. Music is the soul of life and gives immense peace to us. At Tarang, we 

ensure that every talent meets an opportunity to connect with their inner music and let it 

spread happiness to those around them. We encourage everyone to channel their inner  

voices and let them shine for the world through music. 

Criteria for selection: 

The members for ‘Tarang’ are selected on the basis of their - 

1. Vocal capability 
2. Instrumental capability 
3. Ability to collaborate with team members 
4. Creative thinking 

 
 



 
 

 

4. Fashion Society - NOVA 

Aim: 

The fashion society of our College symbolizes Grace, Confidence, Attitude & amp; 

Elegance has been active for more than a decade. 

 We aim to set a benchmark &amp; give due importance to fashion as to any other 

co-curricular activity. To take SRM University at the top and maintain the legacy. 

 Our forte is highlighting social issues and bringing them out through the medium 

of fashion. 

 Building not just a society but a community of students who like balancing studies 

with their extra-curricular activities. 

 It is built by fashion lovers who set aside the norms of the society &amp; break the 

stereotypes by their sterling performances and scintillating themes. Our garments, 

confidence, walk, music choreography and persona will be something the most 

talked about. 

Criteria for selection:  

An individual will be evaluated on the basis of these domains: 

1. Walking  

2. Styling  

3. Communication Skills 

4. Dressing Sense 

5. Creativity 

5. Gaming Society - DUALITY 

Aim: 

To all gamers, we know how exhilarating the competition is. As a part of this society one 

can join and collaborate with your peers to enjoy and share your gaming experience. And 

for all gamers, we mean all of you, no matter the device you play on or what genre you 

prefer, we as gamers are banding up to form a strong community to represent mainstream 

gaming in our University. 

 



 
 

 

6. Art Society – KALAKAKSH 

      A work of art which did not begin in emotion is not art. 

Aim:  

Art is not always about beautiful canvases or portraits. For as long as life has existed, no 

matter where we go, art has been a part of our lives. Whether it be putting your thoughts 

out on a paper or expressing it through various other forms. We here at Kalakash, are 

ready to bring colours to the art of your lives! Here you are free to express yourself, put 

out that vulnerability cause the world always seems brighter when you’ve just made 

something that wasn’t there before. 

Criteria for selection: 

Every member of the society was auditioned and selected on the basis of  

1. Prehand knowledge of art  
2. Area of expertise  
3. Experience  
4. Some of their artworks 
5. Creativity  
6. 6.Ability to work in team 
7. Dedication towards the work 

7. Literary Society - MERAKI 

    STEAL THE SHOW WITH YOUR VAANI 

Aim:  

Speaking is master skill to put on thoughts on behalf of team and organisation. Speaking 

comes with leadership to hold the ship of all the fellow’s member and events together. 

Speaking itself is the best way to enhance your vocabulary, fear of communication, fear 

of stage and what not. So here, we provide you the platform where you can share your 

ideas and words. This beautiful Journey is of enhancing our speaking skills along with 

our other qualities. 

 

 

 

 



 
 

 

Criteria for selection: 

1. Dialogue Delivery (May take any powerful dialogue (1-2 minutes) from any well 

popular Bollywood Movie/Show or dialogues can be given to you at the same time) 

2. JAM (related to current topics). 

3. Poetry in any style. 

4. On the spot Q/A. 

8. Photography Club – THEIA  

CAPTURING MOMENTS 

Aim:  

Photography is the art of capturing an instant into a picture. The effort that goes into 

photography is immense. One must have the correct timing, pay attention to the lighting 

and many other factors that affect a photograph. Here we will provide you the platform 

to showcase your skills and learn how to take your skills to the next level. This is beautiful 

journey of living, capturing and reliving memories along with enhancing our 

photography skills along with our other qualities. 

 

 

 
Prof. Manish Bhalla  
Registrar 
 

 


